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AGN EUROPE confirms appointment of Europe Regional Director
Marlijn Lawson was appointed as Regional Director of AGN Europe region at the latest regional
meeting in Madrid (Spain) in June 2014.
Appointed Director of Membership and Event Management for AGN International early in 2013,
Lawson joined AGN as International Executive Assistant for the organisation in 2008. During this
time she had the opportunity to build a close relationship with existing and prospective members,
as well as travelling to various parts to introduce AGN to prospective firms and organizing the AGN
World conferences, which were AGN’s key annual events. Both experiences gave her a broad
understanding of the Association’s structure and an awareness of the various challenges
encountered within the regions.
Since June 2014, Lawson acts as point of contact and communication for the AGN European
region and main focus will reside in developing new business opportunities as well as expanding
the membership in the area.

Riccardo Biaggi, Regional Chair of the AGN Europe says:
"I was very pleased when Marlijn took up the professional challenge of this new position within the
AGN organisation. In my opinion, she is the most talented person to cooperate with the new
international CEO as well as with the AGN European Board. She brings fresh ideas and positive
energy on board, all in respect of continuity as she knows AGN and their members inside out.
The Board and I wish her a great success in this new role!”

– ENDS –
About AGN:
AGN INTERNATIONAL is an association of separate and independent accounting and consulting
firms. AGN’s members provide their clients with outstanding services wherever in the world they
wish to do business. It is one of the Top 5 accounting associations and has currently 202 member
firms with 476 offices located in 92 countries worldwide.
Related links

http://www.agn.org/
http://www.agn-europe.org/
For further information, please contact:
Marlijn Lawson AGN Europe Regional Director mlawson@agn.org Tel: (+44 20) 8947 4888
Pauline Walzak AGN International Information Service Manager pwalzak@agn.org Tel: (+44 20)
8947 4888
Riccardo Biaggi AGN Europe Chair riccardo.biaggi@fiduciariamega.ch Tel: (+41 91) 923 13 22
	
  

